ABSTRACT: Learning based face hallucination methods have received much attention in recent years. As opposed to the existing methods, where the input image (patch) matrix is first converted into vectors before combination coefficients calculation, this paper proposes a novel matrix based regression model for directly combination coefficients calculation to preserve the structural information of the input matrix. For each lowresolution local patch matrix, its combination coefficients over the same position image patch matrices in training images can be computed. Then the corresponding high-resolution patch matrix can be obtained. Experiments conducted on the FERET face dataset indicate that our method could outperform other state-ofthe-art algorithms in terms of both vision and quantity.
INTRODUCTION
Face hallucination, which is also referred as face super-resolution (SR), is a technology to generate high-resolution (HR) face images from lowresolution (LR) inputs. The HR facial images are very useful for video surveillance, 3D facial modeling, automated face recognition, and so on [1] .
In recent years, learning based face hallucination methods have received a lot of attentions since they can utilize additional and relevant information from training samples, leading to better super-resolved results than that of reconstruction based ones [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . How to utilize the training set is crucial in learning based methods. For example, Freema13n et al. [4] utilized a Markov network to model the relationship between LR and HR patches to perform SR. Chang et al. [5] utilized the locally linear embedding (LLE) approach and proposed the neighbor embedding (NE) method. NE assumes that the two manifolds constructed by the LR and HR patches respectively have similar structures. Li et al. [6] proposed to project the LR and HR patch pairs from the original manifolds into a common manifold with a manifold regularization procedure.
Wang et al. [8] suggested the use of principal component analysis (PCA) [9] to represent the structural similarity of face images. PCA is used to represent an input LR image as a linear combination of the LR training samples. The target HR image is obtained by using the same combination coefficients, but with the LR training samples replaced by the corresponding ones. However, the HR images usually contain ghost artifacts as a result of using global linear constraints on HR images and the adopted PCA-based holistic appearance model. Recently, a novel face hallucination method based on position-patch has been proposed by replacing the global linear constraints with multiple local constraints learned from training patches [10] . Accordingly, the characteristics of the input image can be preserved since the input patch is approximated by position patches. Yang et al. [11] used a coupled dictionary learned from all training patches using sparse representation [13] for image SR. They assumed that there exist coupled dictionaries of LR and HR images, which have the same sparse representation for each pair of LR and HR patches. After learning the coupled dictionary pair, the LR image patch is first coded over the LR dictionary by sparse representation. Then the HR patch is reconstructed on HR dictionary with these sparse coefficients.
The previous methods, such as [5, 8, 10, 11] , are all vector-based method. That is to say, before computing the combination coefficients of the input LR image (patch) matrix over the training samples, we have to convert the images (patches) matrix into vectors in advance. However, in the converting step, some structural information (e.g. the rank of matrix) might be lost. The resulting HR images may contain some noisy artifacts along contours.
In this paper, we will develop a novel matrix based regression model, which can compute the combination coefficients straightforward (without the matrix-to-vector conversion). We will make full use of the information of image matrices and use the minimal rank of representation residual matrix as a criterion to determine the combination coefficients. Inspired by the work in [10] , we also use the position-patch instead of neighbor-patch in representation and reconstruction. First, each input LR image patch matrix is directly represented as a linear combination of the same position image patch matrices in each training image using nuclear norm based matrix regression. Then, the HR image patch matrix is reconstructed based on the corresponding HR training patch matrix with the same combination coefficients. The whole HR image can be synthesized by integrating the reconstructed patches. The performance of the proposed method is examined and compared with other state-of-the-art methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the nuclear norm based matrix regression. Section 3 presents our face hallucination algorithm. Section 4 reports the experimental results and Section 5 concludes the paper.
NUCLEAR NORM BASED CODING
In this section, we describe the nuclear norm based matrix regression and then use the alternating direction method of multipliers to solve the problem
Formulation
Given a set of n observed matrices A 1 ,…,A n ∈R p×q and a query data matrix D ∈ R p×q , D can be represented linearly using A 1 ,…,A n , i.e., D=x 1 A 1 +x 2 A 2 +…+x n A n +E, where x 1 ,…,x n is a set of representation coefficients and E is the representation residual. Let us denote the following mapping:
Then, we can have E=D-A(x). The nuclear norm based coding can be formulated as follows [14] : 
Solution
The alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) or the augmented Lagrange multipliers (ALM) method has been applied to solve the nuclear norm optimization problems [15] . Here, we give the process of using ADMM to solve the regularized matrix regression problem. The augmented Lagrangian function of Eq. (3) is
where μ>0 is a penalty parameter, y1 and Y2 are the Lagrange multipliers, tr(· )is the trace operator. Following some simple algebraic steps, Eq. (4) can be rewritten as
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The function L can be minimized by updating each of variables one at a time. The detailed algorithm via ADMM is summarized in Algorithm 1 [14] . For the step 1, the soft-thresholding operator [15] can be applied. For the step 2, the singular value thresholding algorithm [16] can be applied. 
Fix the others and update
Update the multiplies
If the termination condition is satisfied, go to 6; otherwise go to 1. Let us define the following linear mapping:
where M is the number of training images. For each patch matrix ( , ) p L B i j in the LR testing image, its reconstruction weights can be obtained by
Eq. (7) can be solved by Algorithm 1.
Replacing each LR image patch matrix 
The whole HR image can be synthesized by integrating the reconstructed patches according to the original position. Pixels in the overlapping regions are obtained by averaging the pixels value in the overlapping regions between two adjacent patches reconstructed.
The proposed face hallucination algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the superiority of our method, experiments were conducted on the FERET database [17] . We selected 1196 face images of different people in our experiments. These face images were aligned manually using the locations of three points: centers of left and right eyeballs and center of the mouth. All faces are standardized to the size of 120×102.
These HR images were blurred and downsamples to generate LR images with size 40×34. We compared our approach with bicubic interpolation, Wang's method [8] , Chang's method [5] , Ma's method [10] and Yang's method [11] . In order to get the optimal results in Wang's method, we used image pairs of 1176 people for training and let variance contribution rate of PCA be 0.90. The number of neighbor-patches in Chang's method is 380. Image pairs of 380 people were used for training in Chang's method, Ma's method, Yang's method and our method. The other images of 20 people were used as test images. The LR image patch size was 3×3 and the patch overlapped with its adjacent patch by 3 pixels (i.e., one column). The parameters λ and μ in our method are set to be 0.01 and 0.1. Fig. 1 show some hallucinated results visually. The results of Wang's me2thod can hardly maintain global smoothness around the face contour and margin of the mouth. The results of Chang's method are somewhat blurred. There are jaggy artifacts along the eyes in Yang's method. While Ma's method and our method produce more nature looking images than them. To quantify the results from the ground truth data, Table 1 tabulates the average PSNR, SSIM [18] and FSIM [19] of the reconstructed facial images using respective methods. From the table, we can see that our method with nonlocal selfsimilarities achieves the best hallucination performance. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel matrix based regression with local position-patch for efficient face hallucination. The proposed method can compute combination coefficients of input low-resolution patch matrix directly without matrix-to-vector conversion. Experimental results on FERET face dataset indicate that our method could yield better reconstruction results than other state-of-the-art methods.
